
Chapter 14

Webservices for Animated Mapping:

The TimeMapper Prototype

Barend K€obben, Timothée Becker, and Connie Blok

Abstract Within a larger aim of improving automated vector animated mapping,

the main objective of this research was to look into the possibility of combining two

technologies: distributed webservices and animated, interactive vector maps.

TimeMapper was developed as a prototype for an OGC-compliant Web Map

Service implementation that serializes spatio–temporal data from a database

backend as Scalable Vector Graphics. The SVG is used in a web browser to

show animated maps with a built-in advanced user-interface. This interface allows

the user to interact with both the spatial and the temporal dimensions of the

data. The potential and limitations of the TimeMapper prototype were explored

using Antarctic iceberg movement data. The prototype can be explored on the

TimeMapper website (http://geoserver.itc.nl/timemapper/).

14.1 Introduction

The motivation for building the TimeMapper prototype was the improvement of

automated animated vector mapping. We are interested in animation, because

interactive animated mapping has been pointed out, by Andrienko et al., (2003)

among others, as the only technique to be generically applicable to visually analyze

the dynamic nature of real world phenomena.

We want to facilitate the production of animated maps from spatio–temporal

data to a format suitable for Internet dissemination, automatically and directly. To
achieve that, we looked specifically into the possibilities of the loose coupling of

distributed webservices with animated, interactive vector maps.
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14.1.1 Animated Mapping in a Webservices Environment

The principle of disseminating maps in a webservices environment is depicted in

Fig. 14.1. This general set-up is being used in many of today’s webmapping efforts,

with considerable variation in the choice of technology for the mapping service

(depicted as A) and the subsequent map formats (B). This choice to a large extent

defines the possibilities of the system as a whole to achieve what we called

previously the automatic and direct production of animated maps.

We consider “automatic” to mean that the animated maps will be generated from

the spatio-temporal data by the system “working by itself with little or no direct

human control” (which is how “automatic” is defined in Fowler et al., (1976)). It is

important to note that this automation will not include the cartographic decisions as

to what type of map to use for different data-types and data-instances. As in most

current systems, this level of automation in cartography will not be achieved. The

link between data- and visualisation-type has to be made by a human (the cartogra-

pher in Fig. 14.1), setting up the appropriate configuration parameters beforehand.

By “direct” we mean that the maps are generated on-the-fly from the data,

without conversion or pre-processing needed for the purpose of visualisation

only. This is important because we want our system to fit in an interoperable Spatial

Data Infrastructure, where it would be an SDI node, as defined in de By et al.,

(2009): “a single system node in an SDI network, which archetypically has data,

catalog or portrayal services.” In such a context, our system would be just another

service, that should be able to consume data from any other SDI node, and

whenever that data changes, the maps generated from that data would change. To

achieve this, the visualization functionality should be loosely coupled to the other

parts of the system. The Open Geospatial Consortium’s (OGC) Web Map Service

(WMS) and related specifications (see OGC 2002b, 2006) are especially useful for

this. These webservices are designed to take their input from a variety of distributed

sources and generate output meant for Internet dissemination.

Current WMS implementations mostly generate so-called “picture” output, such

as the raster formats PNG, GIF and JPEG. These picture formats are fine for
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Fig. 14.1 General principle of dissemination of maps in a webservices environment. Note the

important influence, discussed in Sect. 14.1.1, of the choice of technology and the subsequent

formats in A and B. In this research A is the TimeMapper WMS prototype, and B is Scalable Vector

Graphics XML, including SMIL animation and interactivity
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delivering static map images over the web. For data that has a temporal component,

a series of such static images, packed into some sort of animation format (e.g., an

animated GIF or a QuickTime movie) can be generated; this is supported by several

existing implementations of WMS. These raster animations, comparable to movies,

can be useful for certain types of temporal datasets, especially satellite image series.

However, this type of animation lacks the possibility to express many of the

aspects of temporal changes that are connected to specific objects, not fields. In
geographic theories on change, different types of change are usually recognized.

Based on the work of Blok (2005), Andrienko and Andrienko (2006) describe three

categories of change: existential change (e.g., appearance/disappearance), change

of spatial properties (e.g., location, shape) and change in attribute (e.g., ownership

change). These changes occur over time, to selected geographic objects, that are in

many cases modeled in the data as polygons, lines and points.

To be able to express these changes on the object level, we are interested in

vector animations. The WMS specification also allows for “graphic element”

output, i.e., using vector formats with added possibilities, such as scripting and

animation. The added benefit of this is that such formats allow the inclusion of

attributes within the objects, providing the client-side mapping application access

to data attributes without the need for a round-trip to the server.

At the time of our research, two graphic element formats were widely used to

produce vector animations for the Internet: Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) and

Adobe Flash. SVG is our format of choice: firstly because it is an XML-based Open

Standard (W3C 2010), whereas Flash is a binary format and a proprietary technol-

ogy. Secondly, because we have good experiences with a previously built SVG-

based WMS for static maps. And thirdly, because the SVG specification allows the

use of the Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL), a declarative

XML-based language well-suited for building data-driven animations (W3C 2008).

14.1.2 Objective and Set-Up

The objective of our research was therefore to design an animated mapping system
which can generate SVG SMIL animations, automatically and directly, from
spatio–temporal data. The scope of vector animated mapping is broad and we

therefore limited our initial goal by developing a prototype system for one specific

type of real-world phenomenon only: the movement of objects in geographic space.

To achieve our objective, we extended our existing SVG-based Web Mapping

System for static maps with the animated mapping functionality. We briefly

describe this existing system, called RIMapperWMS, as well as other related

work, in Sect. 14.2. We then explain the extensions necessary to create animated

maps and their set-up and introduce our prototype, called TimeMapper, in more

detail in Sect. 14.3. We evaluate the prototype in Sect. 14.4 and, based on that, draw

some conclusions and give an outlook on further work in Sect. 14.5.
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14.2 RIMapperWMS and Other Related Work

Our starting point for the TimeMapper prototype was RIMapperWMS, which in

turn was a further development of RIMapper. This was a non-standardised

webservice, that started out as the visualisation part of an urban risk management

system, hence the name, an acronym for Risk Indicator Mapper. RIMapperWMS,

described in more detail in K€obben (2007), was an effort to make the software

compliant with OGC’s Web Map Service (WMS) specification. Like most of the

software we use, it fits within the so-called SDIlight approach, that we have been

using for several years in our teaching and research at ITC. It has been discussed in

detail elsewhere, most recently in K€obben et al., (2010). In short, it is a down-to-

earth approach towards Spatial Data Infrastructures, using Open Standards when-

ever available, and open source solutions where possible. This approach provides

researchers, students and partners with a platform for relatively simple, low-cost,

yet powerful ways of sharing data amongst various stakeholders.

The main components of the platform are firstly a spatial database back-end (we

most often use the object-relational DBMS PostgreSQL and its spatial extension

PostGIS). Secondly, there are middleware web applications that interface with the

database back-end and with each other, and fulfill tasks such as delivering maps,

data and processing services. We use existing open source applications (mostly

MapServer and GeoServer), but also develop our own components. The

RIMapperWMS and TimeMapper discussed here are examples of those. And,

finally, there are open source desktop clients (such as QuantumGIS and ILWIS),

as well as browser-based clients (such as OpenLayers and the SVG GUI part of

TimeMapper), that enable access to the maps and data.

There are several established WMS implementations that serve SVG. However,

based on our own experiences and the capabilities as described on the OGC

implementation webpage (OGC 2002a), they treat the map output as just another

graphics-only format. So, just like the raster format output in PNG and JPEG and

such, the maps are basically pictures only, with no interactivity or “intelligence”.

To have the map behave like a mapping application, it needs to be wrapped in a

Graphical User Interface (GUI) that takes care of zooming, panning and other

interactions. There are many such GUI’s available, as dedicated server-side

applications, as part of general GIS clients (such as QuantumGIS), or as client-

side API’s for browser environments (such as the popular OpenLayers Javascript

API). But, because SVG is more than a graphics format only, it also offers

interactivity through built-in scripting and full access to its XML Document Object

Model. It is therefore possible to deliver straight from the WMS an SVG applica-
tion, that includes its own GUI. This is the strategy we use in RIMapperWMS, and

its output can therefore be used without a dedicated mapping client, any SVG-

enabled client is sufficient. At present, this includes most major web browsers:

Firefox, Opera, and WebKit based browsers (Chrome, Safari, etc.). Until recently

one needed to use a plugin for Internet Explorer but the latest IE 9 release now

supports SVG.
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Since introduced in 2007 (K€obben 2007), the RIMapperWMS software has been

further developed to version 1.0, and is now a fully functional and compatible

version 1.1.1 Basic Web Map Service. The GUI has been improved by including a

layer switcher and an info tool, and is now draggable. A transcoder has been added

for the ability to output PNG and JPEG, for increased interoperability and cascad-

ingWMS ability. RIMapperWMS is published under an open source license and the

components, their source, as well as some documentation can be found on the

RIMapperWMS website (ITC 2010a).

Other researchers have also looked into the added possibilities of SVG in a

WMS environment. In the work presented by Ostl€ander et al., (2005), the SVG is

only used to build an interactive mapping client, the maps are traditional WMS

raster output wrapped in the SVG client-side. Behr et al., (2006) present a WMS

with dedicated SVG-based clients (both for browsers and for mobile clients), but

these client GUIs are not included in the SVG output of the WMS. The system they

describe actually stores its data in SVG format. This does diminish the possibility

for interoperability and loose-coupling of the WMS in a SDI environment as

described in Sect. 14.1.1. Their work has been further developed into the SUAS

Mapserver (see EasyWMS 2011), a project with a much broader focus than WMS

only, but which does not include animated mapping.

Professor Yan Li and a group of researchers at the Spatial Information Research

Center of the South China Normal University are working on a complete GIS

solution based fully on XML–GML–SVG (Li et al., 2009). It is a wide-ranging

project involving much more than just map services, but like Behr’s prototype, it is

not intended to function loosely-coupled in an SDI environment and does not

include animated mapping.

Brinkhoff (2007) describes an interesting use of SVG in combination with GML

and SLD for what he calls “WMS mashup services”. Brinkhoffs’ architecture is

actually focussed on a tight coupling to allow users to add their own geospatial

objects to WMS images. Although he mentions the use of SMIL for image maps, it

is not used for animating the WMS layers.

We therefore feel that the prototype described in the next section is the first effort

to build an OGC-compliant Web Map Service implementation that serializes

spatio–temporal data from a database backend as Scalable Vector Graphics with

SMIL animation.

14.3 Animated SVG Maps from a WMS: The TimeMapper

Prototype

The TimeMapper prototype was designed to add animated SVG and associated GUI

extensions to the existing RIMapperWMS architecture. To focus on the animated

movement of objects in geographic space, we chose the visualisation of the

dynamics underlying the calving and spread of icebergs. The data used is the

U.S. National Ice Center (NIC) Antarctic icebergs dataset.
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14.3.1 Test Case Data: Antarctic Icebergs

This data consists of movement data, gathered since 1978, of 301 icebergs (with

currently 15,737 records) that can be downloaded from the NIC website (National

Ice Center 2010). Besides the iceberg position in latitude and longitude, and the

time of recording, the dataset contains basic descriptive information (name, size,

etc.). The temporal resolution is quite irregular, ranging from 1 day between

consecutive positions, to up to 50 days. The iceberg dataset has been used by

different researchers with various objectives. Many have described the importance

of visualising the dynamics of movement as well as calvings or splits, appearances

and disappearances, of the icebergs. For example, Schmittner et al., (2002) used

these as climate change indicators, and Benn et al., (2007) looked at the relationship

with external factors, e.g., winds and ocean currents. To be useful for visualising the

properties and relations of the data, the TimeMapper prototype would need to show

animated point symbols (depicting icebergs), together with relevant topographic

data, to provide an appropriate spatial reference, as well as other relevant data, such

as ocean currents.

14.3.2 Extending RIMapperWMS

To extend the RIMapperWMS system to achieve the mapping of temporal data as

SMIL SVG animations, we addressed the following points:

• Firstly, we designed SVG SMIL animation types we could use to represent the

real-world dynamics;

• Secondly, we needed to develop an algorithm for converting the temporal

component of the data, compliant with relevant standards, to the temporal

designations in the SMIL format within SVG;

• Thirdly, we determined, based on animated mapping literature and experiments,

which user-interface elements and which interactivity we would offer to the

user, and how those could be implemented in an SVG environment;

• Finally, an appropriate architecture for the overall system was designed.

14.3.2.1 Designing the SVG SMIL Animations

In our present test case, we focus on point objects, i.e., the icebergs, and their

changes in position over time. To show the movement of the objects, two main

types of animations can be used, discrete animations and interpolated animations.

Such animations are easy to declare using SVG SMIL. The following code snippet

shows an example of how SMIL declaration works, in this case for an animation for

the step-wise movement of an iceberg symbol:
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<animate id="XanimIB_A22B_0" attributeName="cx" 
repeatCount="none" fill="freeze" begin="0s" 
from="0" to="200" dur="2s" calcmode="discrete" /> 

<animate id="YanimIB_A22B_0" attributeName="cy" 
repeatCount="none" fill="freeze"
from="600" to="550" dur="2s" calcmode="discrete" /> 

</circle> 

<circle id="IB_A22B" cx="0" cy="600" r="25" > 

SMIL animations are defined by including them as children of SVG elements, in

this case of the circle element depicting iceberg IB_A22B. The first animate

element will lead to movement along the x-axis, the second along the y-axis. The

begin attribute tells the animations when to start, and the dur attribute sets its

duration and therefore its apparent speed. The calcMode attribute is set to “dis-

crete”, which means we will see a stepwise animation. In brief, the effect of these

two animations is that the object is going to jump from 0 to 200 on the x-axis and at

the same time from 600 to 550 on the y-axis after a count of 2 s. For a linearly

interpolated animation, the calcMode attribute would have to be changed to “lin-

ear”, and then the movement would be gradual over the course of the 2 s.

In our moving-object prototype, the interpolated animation type is offered to the

users for them to be able to appreciate the movement of the objects taken individu-

ally or in small groups. In other words, we are interested in the dynamics of the

trajectories. To help visualise this, we added animated tracks. SVG SMIL doesn’t

have a standard way of animating movement with line segments. However,

members of the SVG community have developed a workaround by animating the

stroke-dasharray attribute of lines, resulting in lines that are “growing” over time.

The result can be seen in Fig. 14.2 as the thin lines trailing the circles depicting the

icebergs. As can be seen in the code example above, the SMIL animations use a

timing mechanism based on display time, that is defined in seconds. Therefore the

real-world time in the spatio–temporal data has to be converted to appropriate

values.

14.3.2.2 Converting the Temporal Dimension of the Data

For loose coupling of the WMS with data from arbitrary SDI nodes, we have to

assume the temporal component of the data is made available in a standardised

format. We therefore followed the relevant OGC specifications, which in turn are

based on the ISO 8601 standard. This defines the encoding of time stamps and time

periods in single strings, following the format ccyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.sssZ: Up to

14 digits specify century, year, month, day, hour, minute, seconds, and optionally a

decimal point followed by zero or more digits for fractional seconds, with non-

numeric characters to separate each piece. All times are expressed in Coordinated

Universal Time (UTC) as indicated by the suffix Z (for “zulu”). Thus the timestamp

2009-10-04T14:50:58Z indicates October 4, 2009 at 2:50 pm and 58 s. In the
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previous section, we showed how display time is used in SMIL animation. To go

from real-world time in the data to display time in the animations, the first step is to

convert the ISO 8601 time stamps to a single unit time format, in our case, the

number of seconds since an arbitrary fixed starting point. Next comes the scaling of

time, by multiplying all time-stamps by a ratio that we call the temporal scale. Just
as the traditional cartographic spatial scale is the ratio between map distances and

real-world distances, the temporal scale in animated cartography is the ratio

between display-time and real-world time (Harrower and Fabrikant 2008). Most

often, as in our prototype, time will be shrunk for the viewer to visualize in a short

time the events which happened during a comparatively long period.

14.3.2.3 Developing the Animated Mapping User Interface

Most theorists agree that the users of animated maps should be helped in their

understanding of the information by two elements: temporal legends and ways to

interact with the temporal dimension of the maps. Kraak et al., (1997), among

others, state the importance of temporal legends and recognise three main types of

temporal legends: digital clocks, time bars and cyclic temporal legends. All three of

these legend types were developed for our prototype.

Fig. 14.2 Screenshot of the prototype of interactive animation of 19 icebergs in the Weddel Sea

(Antarctica) from January 1, 1999 to December 31, 2004. An interactive version can be loaded

from the TimeMapper website (http://geoserver.itc.nl/timemapper/)
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Various interactive functionalities were developed for the graphic user interface

(GUI): to enable the user to choose between stepwise and interpolated animations,

to add or remove interpolated tracks, and to choose which cyclic legend to view (if

any). To control the temporal dimension, both a time scaling mechanism and time

control tools were devised. The mechanism behind these interactive tools is a series

of Javascript functions embedded in the SVG, changing the attributes of the various

elements that make up the GUI and the map.

Various elements of the GUI are presented in Fig. 14.2: the Big Hand cyclic

temporal legend has been chosen, and it is visible as a transparent circle over the

whole map image with a red bar that travels the full 360� in 1 year of real-world

time. By selecting Motion Dynamics, the user has chosen interpolated animations.

The View Tracks option has resulted in the moving point symbols depicting the

icebergs (the white circles) having their tracks traced with narrow lines. The Speed
control on the lower-right side lets the user adjust the temporal scale, and the time
control bar on the lower-left is for stopping, starting and brushing time.

There is limited space here to go into details on the choices for, and set-up of the

various GUI elements. GUI design was based on a literature review and

experiments that were part of an ITC MSc research and are described in more

detail in Becker (2009).

14.3.2.4 System Architecture

To bind all elements together we used an overall system architecture that is

basically an extension of RIMapperWMS (see Sect. 14.2). We therefore provide

only a general overview here, as depicted in Fig. 14.3.

The core of the application tier is a set of Java Servlets that can be deployed in

any J2EE compatible servlet container. The servlets do recurring tasks like

extracting OGC features and attribute data from the database, translating these

into fragments of SVG, SMIL and JavaScript, collecting and structuring these

fragments into valid output and delivering this output to the clients. The web

interfaces of the servlets comply to OGC’s Web Map Service 1.1.1 standard

(OGC 2002b): Firstly, GetCapabilities, returning an XML description of the

WMS information content and acceptable request parameters and secondly,

GetMap, returning the map itself.

The WMS is configured using a database back-end. In our prototype, this

database is a set of PostGIS tables, and it can also include the spatial and attribute

data to be mapped, stored according to the OGC “Simple Features for SQL”

specifications (OGC 1999). Other spatio–temporal data can be retrieved from

external SDI-nodes, but this has not been implemented in the current prototype.

Based on a WMS GetMap request, the servlets generate an SVG file that defines

the setup of the map and its GUI: the necessary scripts for the basic WMS GUI as

well as the animation GUI are loaded, and the map layers are defined as a set of

nested SVG elements.
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Note that the content of the map layers is not limited to the animated SVG

generated by TimeMapper. External WMS layers can also be included, for instance,

in the example in Fig. 14.2, the land and ice shelf are raster WMS layers from the

Antarctic Cryosphere Access Portal OGC services (http://nsidc.org/agdc/acap). The

GetMap requests for these external WMS’s are encoded in the src attribute of an

SVG image element, and subsequently retrieved asynchronously by the browser.

And, of course, additional non-animated SVG layers can be retrieved from

RIMapperWMS services.

14.4 Evaluation of the Prototype

With our TimeMapper prototype, a series of three test-cases was generated, all

depicting the same 5 year period (1999–2003), with an increasing number of

icebergs displayed. The small test case shows three icebergs, with a total of 218

separate data entries, or occurrences. The middle test case has 19 icebergs,

SVG client (browser)

TimeMapper ServletsExternal WMS’s

Mapserver, Geoserver, etc...External WMS’s

Mapserver, Geoserver, etc...External WMS’s

Mapserver, Geoserver, etc...

SVG file

<svg id=”completeEnv” >
    <scripts>
   </scripts>
 ... standard gui svg elements ...
 ... anim gui elements ...

    <svg id=”MapWindow”>
 
 <image src=”external WMS layers” />
 
 <svg static SVG layer” />
 <svg  animated SVG layer /> 
    </svg>
</svg>

gui.js

JavaScript for standard 
WMS gui:

zoom pan, etc...
layers on/off

identify

(from RIMapperWMS)

anim.js

JavaScript for
animation:

speed- and timeslider
time legends

TIMEMAPPER

GetMap requestSVG response

PNG response

GetMap request 

spatio-
temporal

data

Fig. 14.3 TimeMapper system architecture overview. Note that the dashed link with external

spatio–temporal data is not used in the current prototype
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i.e., all the icebergs present in the Weddell Sea region during the 5 years,

accounting for 811 occurrences. The big test-case shows 99 icebergs, including

all icebergs in the whole Antarctic Ocean during the 5 years, totalling 4,825

occurrences.

Testing was done using the Opera web browser, as the only web browser

supporting the full SVG SMIL specification at the time of testing. Others browsers

are nearing full compatibility at the time of writing, Mozilla Firefox and browsers

based on the Webkit engine (e.g., Safari and Chrome) support almost all of

TimeMapper’s functionality. Microsoft recently announced that it will implement

SVG natively starting with Internet Explorer 9, although it currently looks like

SMIL animation will not be supported in the first version.

While testing the prototype with the small test case, we found all the features

working as planned. The speed setting system (setting the time scale) as well as the

time control slider work particularly well, and are very responsive. The user can

interact with the temporal settings of the animation with hardly any delay, creating

a true time-brushing effect.

However, with larger test-cases, there are important responsiveness limitations,

that mostly affect the time scaling mechanism and the time control slider. Changing

the speed of the animations with the middle test case takes a few seconds, after

which the animations themselves work fine. But, although interacting with the

time slider while the animation runs still works, it is too slow to constitute a

usable exploratory tool. Finally, the big test case takes a long time (over 60 s) to

load. Setting the speed of the animations and interacting with the time slider hardly

works at all, although once it is finally running, the animation is still reasonably

smooth.

In recent meetings at the SVG Open developers conference (http://svgopen.org),

the performance issues were discussed with SVG implementors. The lack of

performance in interactivity seems to be mainly due to the fact that the browser

needs to manipulate large amounts of objects in the DOM tree that represents the

SVG in memory. DOM manipulation is a recognized performance problem in

current browser implementations. With our present animation set-up, each segment

travelled by an object leads to two animation objects (one x and one y) per segment

travelled. Testing is planned using an alternative coding method for the animation,

such as keyTimes and KeyValues. With these SMIL methods, the whole trajectory

(i.e., the sum of the segments) travelled by an object would lead to only two

animation objects and we feel this may improve the responsiveness of the

animations to the time slider and the speed-setting mechanism. With this change

the amount of DOM manipulations necessary would be reduced, resulting in an

expected performance gain. There is always going to be a limit to performance set

by the total amount of objects to be animated. However, this limit is expected to be

relatively high, as we observed that the large test-case of 4,825 occurrences did run

fairly smoothly once the interactive setting of the parameters (and thus the DOM

manipulation) was done.
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14.5 Conclusion

We can conclude that combining distributed webservices and animated, interactive

vector maps in a service-oriented, distributed architecture is possible with the use of

existing interface, service and data standards with smaller files. We have built an

OGC-compliant Web Map Service implementation that serializes spatio–temporal

data from a database backend as animated Scalable Vector Graphics. The SVG is

used in a web browser to show animated maps with a built-in advanced user-

interface. This interface allows the user to interact with both the spatial and the

temporal dimensions of the data.

A use case for the visualization of the movements of Antarctic icebergs was

developed and our test-cases show that the system works as planned. There were

clear performance problems in the interactivity, which makes this particular imple-

mentation less useful for exploratory purposes, where time-brushing and similar

interactive features are needed. But, for less demanding tasks, where the speed of

the animation can be fixed and brushing is not needed, the system could be very

useful. In addition, we have identified the cause of the interactivity performance

limitations, and feel we have pointers to solving them in the longer run. These

results make us think that the TimeMapper system could be the starting point for a

complete animated mapping system within an SDI context.

Our objective to design an animated mapping system which can generate SVG

SMIL animations, automatically and directly, from spatio-temporal data, has thus

been reached. Although our prototype only uses one specific data set, the employ-

ment of OGC standards and services in the system does make us confident that any

other SDI-type of data could be used directly. It also works automatically, albeit in

the more narrow sense explained in Sect. 14.1.1. The broader sense of fully

automatic mapping from data, with cartographic design decisions included, would

make a system “. . .simulate human action. . .” (from the more extensive definition

in Simpson and Weiner (1989)). This still remains as an interesting research

challenge that we hope to work on in the future.
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